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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Top quark is most massive SM particle 
• Large coupling to Higgs boson 

• Can couple strongly to new physics 

✦ Run 2 ATLAS dataset of 140 fb-1 gives 
maximal sensitivity to rare processes 
• Testing forbidden SM phenomena with 

 production 

• Measure rare SM  processes 
inclusively and differentially 

✦ Presenting latest results from the 
ATLAS experiment

tt̄
tt̄ + X
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Overview of top quark measurements
Flavor Changing Neutral 

Currents (FCNC) Searches for BSM physics

Observations of SM 
final states Measurements of rare Top+X processes

sensitive to both FCNC tZu and tZc couplings. For both the considered channels, only the trileptonic
final state is selected, in which the Z boson decays into charged leptons and the W boson from the SM top
quark decays leptonically. Therefore, the analysis selects events with three leptons (electrons or muons),
a b-tagged jet, possible additional jets and missing transverse momentum. To improve the separation of
signal from background events, a multivariate technique is used, which was not employed in the previous
analysis. The statistical analysis is performed using a binned profile likelihood fit to the data.
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Figure 1: Examples of lowest order Feynman diagrams for (a) tt production, with one top quark decaying through the
dominant mode in the SM and the other via an FCNC process and for (b) single top-quark production via FCNC in
the s-channel.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS experiment [24] at the LHC is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward–backward sym-
metric cylindrical geometry and a near 4⇡ coverage in solid angle.1 It consists of an inner tracking detector
surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic and
hadron calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer. The inner tracking detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity
range |⌘ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors.
Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide electromagnetic (EM) energy measurements
with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-tile hadron calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range
(|⌘ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and
hadronic energy measurements up to |⌘ | = 4.9. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters and is
based on three large superconducting air-core toroidal magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of
the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. The muon spectrometer includes a
system of precision tracking chambers and fast detectors for triggering. A two-level trigger system [25] is
used to select events. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector
information to accept events at a rate below 100 kHz. This is followed by a software-based trigger that
reduces the accepted event rate to 1 kHz on average depending on the data-taking conditions. An extensive

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector
and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, �) are used in the transverse plane, � being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The
pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ as ⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2). Distances in the ⌘–� plane are measured in units of

�R ⌘

q
(�⌘)2 + (��)2.
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Figure 9: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits for B(C ! D-) ⇥ B(- ! 11̄) (a) and B(C ! 2-) ⇥
B(- ! 11̄) (b). The bands surrounding the expected limits show the 68% and 95% confidence intervals, respectively.
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Figure 5: Comparison between data and the predictions after a fit to data for the GNN distribution in the SR. The first
bin contains underflow events. The ratio of the data to the total post-fit prediction is shown in the lower panel. The
dashed blue lines show the pre-fit prediction in the upper panel and the ratio of the data to the total pre-fit prediction
in the lower panel. The shaded band represents the total post-fit uncertainty in the prediction.

The probability for the background-only hypothesis to result in a signal-like excess at least as large as
seen in data is derived using the profile-likelihood ratio following the procedure described in Ref. [104].
From this, the significance of the observed signal is found to be 6.1 standard deviations, while 4.3 standard
deviations are expected. Using the SM cross section of 13.4+1.0

�1.8 fb from Ref. [16], the expected significance
would be 4.7 standard deviations. The goodness-of-fit evaluated using a saturated model [105] yields a
probability of 76%. Compared to the previous result of Ref. [17], the gain in expected sensitivity comes
from the updated lepton and jet selection and uncertainties, from the use of the GNN discriminant and
from the improved treatment of the CC̄C background. This leads to a better purity of the signal and a smaller
uncertainty on the background in the signal-enriched region. The overall uncertainty on the cross section
is slightly smaller than the result in Ref. [17], mainly because of an updated treatment of the systematic
uncertainty for signal modelling.

The normalisation factors of the di�erent fake/non-prompt lepton background sources and the parameters
of the data-driven CC̄, background model determined from the fit are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The post-fit
values of the background and signal yields before and after the fit as well as for events with a GNN score
equal to or higher than 0.6 are shown in Table 5. The post-fit number of CC̄, events with 6 and 7 jets is
smaller than at the pre-fit level, while the number of CC̄, events with �9 jets is increased compared to the
pre-fit prediction. The overall number of fitted CC̄, is in agreement with the CC̄, cross section measurement
in Ref. [80]. The number of background events from material conversion is also increased. The post-fit
normalisation factors from Tables 3 and 4 agree with their nominal value of 1, except for NFMat. Conv.. They
provide good agreement with data as shown in Table 5 and Figure 5.

Figure 6 presents the distributions of the number of jets, the number of 1-jets, the sum of the four highest
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Top quark signatures rely on quality 
reconstruction multiple objects 
• Jets and flavor tagging 

• Muons, electrons (trigger, isolation) 

• Leptonic and hadronic taus 

• Missing energy (from neutrinos) 

• Sometimes photons 

✦ Main systematic uncertainties 

• Luminosity, object reconstruction 

• Theory uncertainties of fixed order 
calculation (  variations) 

• Showering/hadronization modeling 
(variation of parton shower algorithm, 
MC parameters)

μR/μF

3

Reconstruction and systematics
Event display for dileptonic  candidate recorded by ATLAS tt̄

Electron

Muon

Jet

Missing ET

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/EventDisplayRun2Physics#Candidate_event_for_a_t_channel


Tests of SM 
with top quarks



Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) 
forbidden at tree level and suppressed at 
loop level by GIM mechanism in SM 

✦ Can be probed in many different decays of 
the top quark! 
• Top decays via FCNC ~10-14,  

can be 10-7 - 10-4 in BSM (SUSY, 2HDM) 

✦ Rates of FCNC top decays can be used to 
constrain Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT 
interpretation framework

5

Overview of FCNC

ℒeff = ℒSM +
1

Λ2
NP

∑
k
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All ATLAS measurements are improved since 2018!



Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Search for FCNC  and  with  
single-top production instead of decay 
• Distinct single top decay features help 

discriminate against W+jets and multi-jet 
backgrounds 

✦ Trigger on lepton, use BDT-based b-tagging 
algorithm with 30% efficiency  
• Significantly reduces mis-tag backgrounds 

✦ Neural net discriminants trained to target sea 
(D1 ) and valence (D2) quarks 

✦ Expected limits improved, but less than 
expected by scaling 8 TeV result by luminosity 
and cross section 
• Faster increase in top quark background cross 

section with  than for FCNC signal

ugt cgt

s
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Search for u/c + g → t Eur. Phys. J. C 82 (2022) 334
334 Page 2 of 35 Eur. Phys. J. C (2022) 82 :334

experimentally accessible regime, at present and in the fore-
seeable future. The observation of FCNC top-quark decays
or top-quark production via FCNCs would therefore be an
unambiguous signal of physics beyond the SM.

Many extensions of the SM predict significantly higher
rates for FCNC processes in the top-quark sector. These
extensions include new scalar particles introduced in two-
Higgs-doublet models [4,5] or in supersymmetry [6–8]. In
certain regions of the parameter space of these models, the
predicted branching ratios of top quarks decaying via FCNC
can be as large as 10−5 to 10−3 and thus become detectable
at the LHC.

Searches for FCNCs involving a top quark and a gluon
were performed at the Tevatron [9,10] and in data from Run 1
of the LHC [11–13]. Rather than looking for the top-quark
decays t → u+g and t → c+g in top-quark–antiquark pair
(t t̄ ) production, these analyses searched for the production
of a single top quark (t) via the FCNC processes u + g → t
(ugt process) and c+g → t (cgt process), exploiting specific
kinematic features of single-top-quark production to sepa-
rate a potential signal from the large W+jets and multijet
backgrounds. The analysis presented in this paper extends
the Run 1 ATLAS search to the Run 2 data set collected
with the ATLAS detector in the years 2015 to 2018, dur-
ing which the LHC operated at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. Conceptually, the scope of the analysis is expanded
by performing independently optimised searches for the ugt
and cgt processes. Differences between these two processes
are due to differences in the parton distribution functions
(PDFs) for valence and sea quarks. For top antiquarks the
charge-conjugate processes are implied. The FCNC interac-
tion is assumed to be left-handed. Another novelty compared
to the Run 1 analysis is the interpretation of the results in an
effective field theory framework provided by the TopFCNC
model [14].

The event selection targets the t → e+νb and t → µ+νb
decay modes of the top quark. However, there is also addi-
tional but lower acceptance for events with the decay t →
τ+νb and the subsequent decay of the τ -lepton into e+νeν̄τ

orµ+νµν̄τ . A leading-order (LO) Feynman diagram illustrat-
ing the signature of the targeted scattering events is shown
in Fig. 1.

Considering the signature of the signal events, the required
reconstructed objects are exactly one charged-lepton candi-
date (an electron or a muon) with high transverse momentum
(pT), exactly one jet which is identified to originate with a
high probability from a b-quark, and large missing transverse
momentum as an indication of a high-pT neutrino.

The main background processes are W+ bb̄ production,
t-channel single-top-quark (tq) production, t t̄ production
and multijet production. Artificial neural networks (NNs) are
used to separate signal events from background events. The
observed distributions of the NN discriminants are analysed

Fig. 1 Leading-order Feynman diagram of non-SM production of a
single top quark via the FCNC process u(c)+ g → t

statistically with a profile maximum-likelihood fit in which
all systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parame-
ters.

The structure of the paper is as follows. A brief descrip-
tion of the ATLAS detector is given in Sect. 2, followed by
a comprehensive summary of the collision data and the sam-
ples of simulated events in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the
reconstruction of detector-level objects and the event selec-
tion. The modelling of multijet background events and the
estimation of their rate is discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 pro-
vides details about the separation of signal and background
events using NNs. Systematic uncertainties are outlined in
Sect. 7 and the results are presented in Sect. 8. Conclusions
are given in Sect. 9.

2 The ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [15] at the LHC covers nearly the entire
solid angle around the collision point.1 It consists of an
inner tracking detector surrounded by a thin superconducting
solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a
muon spectrometer incorporating three large superconduct-
ing toroidal magnets.

The inner-detector system (ID) is immersed in a 2T axial
magnetic field and provides charged-particle tracking in the
range |η| < 2.5. The high-granularity silicon pixel detec-
tor covers the vertex region and typically provides four
measurements per track, the first hit normally being in the
insertable B-layer installed before Run 2 [16,17]. It is fol-
lowed by the silicon microstrip tracker, which usually pro-
vides eight measurements per track. These silicon detectors
are complemented by the transition radiation tracker (TRT),

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the
nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-
axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of
the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates
(r,φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle
around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar
angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). Angular distance is measured in units of
&R ≡

√
(&η)2 + (&φ)2.
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In Eq. (2), the symbols µ̂ and "̂θ represent the values of the

parameters maximising the likelihood function and
ˆ̂"θ are the

values of the nuisance parameters which maximise the like-
lihood function for a fixed value of µ. The obtained upper
limits on the cross-sections times branching ratio are

σ (ugt) × B(t → Wb) × B(W → #ν) < 3.0 pb and (3)

σ (cgt) × B(t → Wb) × B(W → #ν) < 4.7 pb, (4)

with B(W → #ν) = 0.325 being the sum of branching
ratios of all three leptonic decay modes of the W boson.
The expected cross-section-times-branching-ratio limits are
2.4 pb and 2.5 pb, respectively. The observed limits are larger
than the expected ones because non-zero signal yields are fit-
ted.

The cross-section limits are interpreted within the
TopFCNCmodel [14], which implements an effective opera-
tor formalism and is based on the FeynRules 2.0 framework
[96] used inside the MadGraph5_aMC@NLOevent gener-
ator. With this set-up the cross-sections of the FCNC pro-
cesses under consideration were calculated at NLO in QCD,
providing a significant improvement on LO calculations,
since NLO corrections for this class of processes were found
to be between 30% and 80% [14].4 In the TopFCNC model,
the two operatorsO ut

uG andO ct
uG generate the ugt and cgt pro-

cesses, and the coupling strengths of the corresponding ver-
tices are given by the two coefficients C ut

uG and C ct
uG divided

by the square of the new-physics scale %. The total cross-
sections are found to be related to the EFT coefficients by

σ (u + g → t) = 2773 ×
(
C ut
uG

%2

)2

pb TeV4 and (5)

σ (c + g → t) = 719 ×
(
C ct
uG

%2

)2

pb TeV4. (6)

Using Eqs. (5) and (6) the cross-section limits of Eqs. (3)
and (4) become limits on the EFT coefficients:

|C ut
uG |

%2 < 0.057 TeV−2 and

|C ct
uG |

%2 < 0.14 TeV−2 at the 95% CL. (7)

4 WhileMadGraph5_aMC@NLOcan be used for a fixed-order calcu-
lation at NLO, events for which a matching to a parton-shower program
is needed can only be generated at LO in the current implementation.

Since the u-quark is a valence quark of the proton, it car-
ries on average a much larger momentum fraction than the
c-quark, and thus the cross-section of the ugt process is
much larger than the cross-section of the cgt process, when
considering the same value of the corresponding coefficient
(C ut

uG = C ct
uG). For a certain experimental sensitivity, the

sensitivity to C ut
uG is therefore higher than to C ct

uG . However,
in the two-Higgs-doublet models mentioned in Sect. 1 the
predicted FCNC couplings to charm quarks are much higher
than to up quarks. For this reason, the limits onC ct

uG have phe-
nomenological relevance even though they are weaker than
the limits onC ut

uG . The limits presented in Eq. (7) tighten con-
straints set by the CMS Collaboration using dilepton events
recorded in Run 2 of the LHC [97] by more than a factor of
three. The CMS analysis searched for tW production cross-
section via FCNC.

An alternative and very accessible way of comparing the
upper limits on the EFT coefficient with previous results uses
the branching ratios of FCNC top-quark decays: B(t → u+
g) and B(t → c + g). These branching ratios are given as a
function of the EFT coefficients by the relation

B(t → q + g) = 0.0186 ×
(
C qt
uG

%2

)2

TeV4,

with q = u, c [98], assuming the top-quark width to be &t =
1.32 GeV. The resulting upper limits at the 95% CL are

B(t → u + g) < 0.61 × 10−4 and

B(t → c + g) < 3.7 × 10−4. (8)

These new bounds are approximately a factor of two more
restrictive than the previous ATLAS results obtained at a
centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [12]. The bound on the cgt
mode is comparable to that of the CMS analysis combining
7 and 8 TeV data [11], while the bound on the ugt mode is
significantly weaker than the CMS one.

8.3 Comparison of expected upper limits

For assessing the sensitivity of this analysis and comparing
it with the sensitivity of other results, and for evaluating the
impact of different groups of systematic uncertainties, the
computation of expected upper limits is more suitable than
using the observed results, since biases caused by statisti-
cal fluctuations are avoided and the signal contribution is
set to zero. The expected limits were derived by using the
expected distributions of the NN discriminants, considering
background processes only. The initially predicted rate of the
W+jets process was scaled by a factor of µ(W+b) = 1.22
or µ(W−b) = 1.30 for the ugt analysis and by a factor of
µ(Wb) = 1.18 for the cgt analysis. These normalisation fac-
tors were obtained from background-only fits to the observed
NN discriminants in background-dominated regions, namely

123

1 lepton, ≥1 jet,  > 30 GeVEmiss
T
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Fig. 6 The NN discriminants D1 and D2 of the ugt search are shown
with the post-fit normalisation applied to the stacked histograms of the
different hard-scattering processes. The histograms in a and b show the
full discriminant range in the negatively charged lepton channel and
the positively charged lepton channel, respectively. The histograms c

and d show a zoomed-in view of the high discriminant region between
0.7 and 1.0. The hatched bands represent the post-fit uncertainty of
the total event yield in each bin. Correlations among uncertainties were
taken into account as determined in the fit. The fitted signal contribution
is included but is barely visible because its relative size is very small

123
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Table 3 Expected pre-fit and post-fit event yields along with the
observed event yield in the SR. The quoted uncertainties include the
statistical and systematic uncertainties of the event yields. Correlations,

including anticorrelations, among the nuisance parameters related to the
uncertainties were taken into account as determined in the maximum-
likelihood fit

Process Pre-fit Post-fit cgt Post-fit ugt

ugt FCNC process 0 0 1200 ± 2100

cgt FCNC process 0 4100 ± 4500 0

tq 138,600 ± 9300 149,200 ± 9400 150,000 ± 10,000

t t̄ , tW , t b̄ 179,000 ± 17,000 179,000 ± 14,000 175,200 ± 9700

W+jets 229,000 ± 30,000 281,000 ± 21,000 292,000 ± 18,000

Z+jets, VV 29,700 ± 6000 30,000 ± 6000 29,800 ± 6000

Multijet 47,000 ± 14,000 45,000 ± 14000 40,000 ± 12,000

Total 650,000 ± 46,000 688,600 ± 2400 688,700 ± 3500

Observed 688,380 688,380 688,380

Fig. 7 The NN discriminant D1 of the cgt search is shown with the
post-fit normalisation applied to the stacked histograms of the differ-
ent hard-scattering processes. The histogram in a shows the full dis-
criminant range. The histogram b shows a zoomed-in view of the high

discriminant region between 0.7 and 1.0. The hatched bands represent
the post-fit uncertainty of the total event yield in each bin. Correlations
among uncertainties were taken into account as determined in the fit

The observed discriminant distributions are very well
described by the fitted model and they are compatible with
the background-only hypothesis.

8.2 Upper limits on cross-sections, EFT coefficients and
branching ratios

Since the observed NN-discriminant distributions were
found to be compatible with the background-only hypoth-

esis, upper limits were set on the cross-sections of the ugt
and the cgt processes at the 95% confidence level (CL). The
limits were computed by applying the CLs method [93,94] as
implemented in the RooFit package [95] to the test statistic

123

SR: 1 b-jet @ 30 %, (exactly 1 central jet) 
W+jets VR: 1 b-jet @ 60% (veto 30%) 

 VR: 2 central jets, 2 b-jet @30% 
 VR: exactly 1 forward jet and 1 central jet

tt̄
tq

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-022-10182-7


Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Search for FCNC  and  with 
single-top production and decay 
• Biggest improvement over 36 fb-1 analysis 

✦ Dominant backgrounds from VV+heavy 
flavor,  and  

✦ Neural networks for S/B discrimination 

• Consider  and  together in decays, 
separately for production (u/c from 
valence/sea quarks) 

✦ Observed limits on  better by 
factor 3/2 over 36 fb-1 result 
• Most stringent limits to date!

uZt cZt

tt̄Z tZ

uZt cZt

t → Zu/Zc

7

Search for  and t → Zu/Zc u/c → tZ arXiv:2301.11605

sensitive to both FCNC tZu and tZc couplings. For both the considered channels, only the trileptonic
final state is selected, in which the Z boson decays into charged leptons and the W boson from the SM top
quark decays leptonically. Therefore, the analysis selects events with three leptons (electrons or muons),
a b-tagged jet, possible additional jets and missing transverse momentum. To improve the separation of
signal from background events, a multivariate technique is used, which was not employed in the previous
analysis. The statistical analysis is performed using a binned profile likelihood fit to the data.
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Figure 1: Examples of lowest order Feynman diagrams for (a) tt production, with one top quark decaying through the
dominant mode in the SM and the other via an FCNC process and for (b) single top-quark production via FCNC in
the s-channel.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS experiment [24] at the LHC is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward–backward sym-
metric cylindrical geometry and a near 4⇡ coverage in solid angle.1 It consists of an inner tracking detector
surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic and
hadron calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer. The inner tracking detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity
range |⌘ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors.
Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide electromagnetic (EM) energy measurements
with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-tile hadron calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range
(|⌘ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and
hadronic energy measurements up to |⌘ | = 4.9. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters and is
based on three large superconducting air-core toroidal magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of
the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. The muon spectrometer includes a
system of precision tracking chambers and fast detectors for triggering. A two-level trigger system [25] is
used to select events. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector
information to accept events at a rate below 100 kHz. This is followed by a software-based trigger that
reduces the accepted event rate to 1 kHz on average depending on the data-taking conditions. An extensive

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector
and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, �) are used in the transverse plane, � being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The
pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ as ⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2). Distances in the ⌘–� plane are measured in units of
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sensitive to both FCNC tZu and tZc couplings. For both the considered channels, only the trileptonic
final state is selected, in which the Z boson decays into charged leptons and the W boson from the SM top
quark decays leptonically. Therefore, the analysis selects events with three leptons (electrons or muons),
a b-tagged jet, possible additional jets and missing transverse momentum. To improve the separation of
signal from background events, a multivariate technique is used, which was not employed in the previous
analysis. The statistical analysis is performed using a binned profile likelihood fit to the data.
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Figure 1: Examples of lowest order Feynman diagrams for (a) tt production, with one top quark decaying through the
dominant mode in the SM and the other via an FCNC process and for (b) single top-quark production via FCNC in
the s-channel.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS experiment [24] at the LHC is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward–backward sym-
metric cylindrical geometry and a near 4⇡ coverage in solid angle.1 It consists of an inner tracking detector
surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic and
hadron calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer. The inner tracking detector (ID) covers the pseudorapidity
range |⌘ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors.
Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide electromagnetic (EM) energy measurements
with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-tile hadron calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range
(|⌘ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and
hadronic energy measurements up to |⌘ | = 4.9. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters and is
based on three large superconducting air-core toroidal magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of
the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. The muon spectrometer includes a
system of precision tracking chambers and fast detectors for triggering. A two-level trigger system [25] is
used to select events. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector
information to accept events at a rate below 100 kHz. This is followed by a software-based trigger that
reduces the accepted event rate to 1 kHz on average depending on the data-taking conditions. An extensive

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector
and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, �) are used in the transverse plane, � being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The
pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ as ⌘ = � ln tan(✓/2). Distances in the ⌘–� plane are measured in units of

�R ⌘

q
(�⌘)2 + (��)2.

3
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Figure 3: Comparison between data and background prediction after the fit to data (‘Post-Fit’) for the FCNC tZu LH
coupling extraction for the fitted distributions in the CRs and in the SRs. The distributions are: (a) the D1 discriminant
in the mass side-band CR1, (b) the Du

2 discriminant in the mass side-band CR2, (c) the D1 discriminant in SR1 and
(d) the Du

2 discriminant in SR2. The uncertainty band includes both the statistical and systematic uncertainties in the
background prediction. The FCNC tZu LH signals are also separately shown, normalized to 500 or 50 times the best
fit of the signal yield. The lower panels show the ratios of the data (‘Data’) to the background prediction (‘Bkg.’).
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FCNC  
 SRtt̄

Table 8: Observed and expected 95% CL limits on the FCNC t ! Zq branching ratios and the e�ective coupling
strengths for di�erent vertices and couplings (top eight rows). For the latter, the energy scale is assumed to be
⇤NP = 1 TeV. The bottom rows show, for the case of the FCNC t ! Zu branching ratio, the observed and expected
95% CL limits when only one of the two SRs, either SR1 or SR2, and all CRs are included in the likelihood.

Observable Vertex Coupling Observed Expected

SRs+CRs

B(t ! Zq) tZu LH 6.2⇥10�5 4.9 +2.1
�1.4 ⇥ 10�5

B(t ! Zq) tZu RH 6.6⇥10�5 5.1 +2.1
�1.4 ⇥ 10�5

B(t ! Zq) tZc LH 13⇥10�5 11 +5
�3 ⇥ 10�5

B(t ! Zq) tZc RH 12⇥10�5 10 +4
�3 ⇥ 10�5

|⇠
(13)⇤
D,

| and |⇠
(13)⇤
D⌫

| tZu LH 0.15 0.13 +0.03
�0.02

|⇠
(31)
D,

| and |⇠
(31)
D⌫

| tZu RH 0.16 0.14 +0.03
�0.02

|⇠
(23)⇤
D,

| and |⇠
(23)⇤
D⌫

| tZc LH 0.22 0.20 +0.04
�0.03

|⇠
(32)
D,

| and |⇠
(32)
D⌫

| tZc RH 0.21 0.19 +0.04
�0.03

SR1+CRs

B(t ! Zq) tZu LH 9.7⇥10�5 8.6 +3.6
�2.4 ⇥ 10�5

B(t ! Zq) tZu RH 9.5⇥10�5 8.2 +3.4
�2.3 ⇥ 10�5

SR2+CRs

B(t ! Zq) tZu LH 7.8⇥10�5 6.1 +2.7
�1.7 ⇥ 10�5

B(t ! Zq) tZu RH 9.0⇥10�5 6.6 +2.9
�1.8 ⇥ 10�5

9 Conclusions

A search for FCNC processes involving a top quark, an up-type quark and a Z boson is presented. FCNC
tZq couplings are searched for both in tt decay events, where one top quark decays according to the SM
and the other one decays as t ! Zq, and in single top-quark production through the gq ! tZ FCNC
process, followed by SM top-quark decay. The analysis uses 139 fb≠1 of pp collision data collected by the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC between 2015 and 2018 at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Events
with three leptons, a b-tagged jet, possible additional jets and missing transverse momentum are selected.
Multivariate discriminants are used to distinguish signal events from background events.

The data are in good agreement with the SM expectations, and no evidence of a signal is found. Limits at
95% CL are placed on the t ! Zq branching ratios for both the tZu and tZc vertices and for both the RH
and LH couplings. Assuming a LH coupling, the observed limits on the branching ratios are 6.2 ⇥ 10≠5 for
t ! Zu and 13 ⇥ 10≠5 for t ! Zc. These results for t ! Zu (t ! Zc) improve on the previous observed
limits from ATLAS by a factor of 3 (2), and on the previous expected limits by a factor of 5 (3). These are
the most stringent limits to date. The improvement relative to the previous results comes from the inclusion
of the FCNC-in-single-top-quark-production signal and the usage of a multivariate analysis in addition to
the higher integrated luminosity. These results also constrain the values of Wilson coe�cients for e�ective
field theory operators contributing to the t ! Zu and t ! Zc FCNC decays of the top quark.
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Charged lepton flavor violation (cLFV) is 
extremely suppressed  
• Possible in the SM via neutrino mixing at 

loop level, ! 

• Any observation indicates new physics 

✦ Main backgrounds from  + non-prompt µ 
( +NPµ), , jets mis-ID’d as  

• Data-driven fake  estimation in dedicated 
control region (  i.e. Z+jets) 

✦ Single bin in SRs, CR binned in HT (scalar 
sum of jet pT) 

✦ Stringent limits on BR( ) obtained 
and interpreted in SMEFT

BFSM(μ → eγ) < 10−55

tt̄
tt̄ tt̄V/tt̄H τ

τ
μ+μ− + τhad

t → μτq

8

Search for  cLFV with top quarksτμ ATLAS-CONF-2023-001

Production (SR2)

Decay (SR1)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-001/
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦  measured 20-50% larger than prediction 
(consistently by both ATLAS and CMS) 

• Large background for  and ! 

✦ Use di-lepton triggers, select  channels + ≥2 
jets, ≥1 b-tagged  

• Bkgs from , VV, non-prompt leptons,  at high Njet 

• Semi data-driven template fit method using CRs defined 
with lepton isolation BDT 

✦ Inclusive cross section remains larger than theory 
predictions (1.5  tension with FxFx) 

✦ Perform first differential measurement of  in 9 
observables using profile likelihood unfolding (PLU) 
• Shapes consistent between various MC and data

σ(tt̄W)

tt̄H tt̄tt̄

2ℓSS/3ℓ

tt̄Z/H tt̄tt̄

σ

tt̄W

10

ttW inclusive and differential Cross Section ATLAS-CONF-2023-019

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-019/


Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦  forward-central asymmetry can probe 
NLO QCD effects, test of SM 
• Symmetry of pp beams reduces sensitivity! 

• Emission of W removes symmetric gg 
contribution, polarizes quark line 

✦ Similar strategy as for ttW incl.+diff. 
• Target only 3l channel, train BDT to identify 

which same-sign lepton came from top 

• Use PLU for particle-level measurement 

✦ Dominant systematics from uncorrelated 
background NFs in  bins

tt̄

Δη±

11

ttW leptonic charge asymmetry arXiv:2301.04245

These values2 result from using the LO total cross sections
in the denominator of Eq. (1). This is justified by the fact
that, at the one-loop level, the asymmetry is a LO effect.
Using the NLO total cross section, which is ⇠ 50% larger
than the LO one, the calculated asymmetries would be re-
duced to ⇠ 2/3 of the above values. We believe that, in
absence of a complete NLO calculation of At

c
, the differ-

ence between the use of LO and NLO cross sections in the
denominator of Eq. (1) should be included in the estimate
of the overall theoretical uncertainty. Should the true SM
value of At

c
end up being closer to the smaller values ob-

tained using the NLO cross sections (e.g. At
c
⇠ 0.004 atp

s = 14 TeV), a robust and accurate measurement will be
a hard experimental challenge.

Alternative observables are known to enhance the size
of the asymmetry. For example, Ref. [13] estimates that
the asymmetry can increase by a factor of 2-3 placing
proper cuts on the invariant mass of the tt̄ system. The
smaller rates due to the extra cuts will be compensated by
the much larger statistics to become avilable at 13-14 TeV.
But the theoretical systematics will, by and large, remain
correlated with those of the predictions for the underlying
fully inclusive At

c
.

In this work, we therefore consider an alternative pro-
duction mechanism for top quark pairs, which can pro-
vide a complementary handle for the determination of the
SM charge asymmetry, as well as an independent probe
of possible BSM sources of a deviation from the SM re-
sult. The mechanism we propose is the production of a tt̄
pair in association with a W boson (Fig. 1). This produc-
tion process is indeed quite peculiar. At the LO in QCD
it can only occur via a qq̄ annihilation, and no contribu-
tion from gluons in the initial states is possible. This is
at variance with respect to tt̄Z or tt̄�, where the vector
boson can also couple to the top quark in the subprocess
gg ! tt̄. As it can be seen from Fig. 1, tt̄W± can be sim-
ply thought of as the standard qq̄ ! tt̄ LO diagram, with
the W± emitted from the initial state. At the NLO, the qg
channels can open up, yet the gluon-gluon fusion produc-
tion is not accessible until NNLO. As in qq̄ ! tt̄ the top
and the anti-top are produced symmetrically at LO and
an asymmetry arises only starting at NLO due to interfer-
ence effects. As we will show in the following, the absence
of the symmetric gluon-gluon channel makes the resulting
asymmetry significantly larger than in tt̄ production.
The second key feature of tt̄W± is that the emission of
the W boson from the initial state acts as a polarizer for
quark and anti-quarks, effectively leading to the produc-
tion of polarized top and anti-top quarks. In other words,
the W -boson emission makes the production of a tt̄ pair
similar to that in polarized e+e� collisions [21, 22, 23, 24].
As a result, the decay products of the top and anti-top dis-
play very asymmetrical distributions in rapidity already at

2The asymmetries for higher beam energies are determined in
Ref. [13] to be At

c,y(8 TeV) = 0.0111 ± 0.0004 and At
c,y(14 TeV) =

0.0067± 0.0004.

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the tt̄W± production at leading
order in QCD.

tt̄ LO+PS NLO NLO+PS

�(pb) 128.8+35%
�24% 198+15%

�14%

At
c (%) 0.07± 0.03 0.61+0.10

�0.08 0.72+0.14
�0.09

Table 1: Total cross sections and the asymmetry At
c for pp ! tt̄,

calculated at NLO fixed order, LO+PS, and NLO+PS at 8 TeV.
The quoted uncertainties are estimated with scale variations, except
for LO+PS At

c where they are from MC statistics. For the NLO
(+PS) At

c MC uncertainties are less than 0.1 (absolute value in %).

the leading order. We shall call this the EW component of
the asymmetry. In new physics scenarios, the emission of a
W boson might also act as a discriminator of the chirality
structure of new interactions, such as that of an axigluon
with light quarks, as already advocated in different stud-
ies [25, 26, 27].

Results at the NLO and NLO+PS for the processes
tt̄V (V = W±, Z) have appeared in the literature [28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34] yet no special attention has been given
to asymmetries, whether EW or QCD. The effect on the
asymmetry due to the emission of a photon has been re-
cently studied in Ref. [35]. Measurements of total rates are
also becoming available from the LHC experiments [36].

The plan of this article is as follows. In Section 2 we
present the predictions, at NLO in QCD, (with and with-
out including parton shower and hadronization effects) for
At

c
in both tt̄ and tt̄W± production, and, in the latter

case, for the asymmetries of the decay products Ab
c

and
A`

c
. In Section 3, we compare the SM predictions to a

simple benchmark model featuring an axigluon compati-
ble with the Tevatron AFB measurements, along the lines
of what done in Ref. [37], to illustrate the peculiar dis-
criminating power of tt̄W±. In the final section we discuss
the prospects at present and future colliders and present
our conclusions. In Appendix A, we review the main fea-
tures of the polarized qq̄ annihilation into tt̄, highlighting
the close similarity of angular distributions with those pre-
dicted in qq̄ ! tt̄W±.

2. tt̄ and tt̄W±
at NLO and NLO+PS

In order to study the top charge asymmetry at NLO for
both tt̄ and tt̄W±, we employ MadGraph5_aMC@NLO,
a framework [38] which allows to automatically generate
the code needed to compute the cross section and any

2

At
c > 0 At

c = 0

Aℓ
c =

N(Δℓ
y > 0) − N(Δℓ

y < 0)
N(Δℓ

y > 0) + N(Δℓ
y < 0)

, Δℓ
y = |yℓ+ | − |yℓ− |Leptonic Charge 
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Figure 4: Comparison between data and the post-fit predictions for �[✓BDT  0 (�[�) and �[✓BDT > 0 (�[+) in the
four SRs. The error band includes the total uncertainties of the post-fit predictions. The ratio of the data to the total
post-fit predictions is shown in the lower panel.

9.1 Particle-level objects

Particle-level objects in simulated events are defined using quasi-stable particles (with a mean lifetime
greater than 30 ps) originating from ?? collisions. They are selected after hadronisation but before the
interaction with the various detector components or consideration of pile-up e�ects.

Particle-level electrons or muons are required to not originate from a hadron in the MC generator
event record, whether directly or through a g-lepton decay. This ensures that they originate from a /

or , boson (where the , boson can come either from prompt , production or a top-quark decay),
without requiring a direct match with the parent particle. The four-momenta of the bare leptons are
modified (‘dressed’) by adding the four-momenta of all radiated photons within a cone of size �' = 0.1,
excluding photons from hadron decays, to take into account FSR photons.

Particle-level jets are reconstructed with the anti-:C algorithm with a radius parameter of ' = 0.4 applied to
all stable particles, but excluding the neutrinos originating from , or / bosons and the selected electrons,
muons and photons used in the definition of the charged leptons. If 1-hadrons with ?T > 5 GeV are found
in the MC event record, they are clustered into stable-particle jets with their energies set to negligible
positive values (referred to as ‘ghost-matching’) [83]. Particle-level jets containing at least one of these
1-hadrons are considered as 1-jets. The particle-level missing transverse momentum is defined as the
vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all neutrinos found in the MC simulation history of the event,
excluding those originating from hadron decays.
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with top quarks (or top antiquarks). The search is performed in 3✓ final states using reconstructed light560

leptons (electrons or muons), together with jets and 1-jets.561

In events with three leptons, two leptons have the same electric charge, whereas one has the opposite562

charge with respect to the former lepton pair. While the odd lepton always originates from a top quark563

or top antiquark, the lepton pair with the same charge contains always one lepton originating from a top564

quark (antiquark) and another one coming from a , boson. To correctly distinguish these leptons and565

associate them with either top quarks or top antiquarks, a technique based on a BDT is used.566

The charge asymmetry at reconstructed level is obtained by performing a simultaneous profile-likelihood567

fit to data in di�erent signal and control regions optimised for either the CC̄, process or the major SM568

background processes (CC̄/ , non-prompt leptons from HF decays or electrons from W-conversions). The569

charge asymmetry is extracted together with the normalisations for these background processes and is570

found to be571

�
✓

2
(CC̄,) = �0.123 ± 0.136 (stat.) ± 0.051 (syst.),

with a Standard Model expectation calculated using the nominal CC̄, S����� simulation of572

�
✓

2
(CC̄,)MC = �0.084 +0.005

�0.003 (scale) ± 0.006 (MC stat.).

An unfolding procedure is used to obtain the charge asymmetry at particle level in a specific fiducial573

volume in the 3✓ channel. The unfolding is based on a profile-likelihood approach, where the unfolding574

is performed together with fitting normalisations of the major background processes, equivalently to the575

approach followed to derive the charge asymmetry at reconstructed level. The charge asymmetry at particle576

level yields577

�
✓

2
(CC̄,)PL = �0.112 ± 0.170 (stat.) ± 0.055 (syst.),

with a Standard Model expectation calculated using the nominal CC̄, S����� simulation of578

�
✓

2
(CC̄,)MC = �0.063 +0.007

�0.004 (scale) ± 0.004 (MC stat.).

The most relevant systematic uncertainties a�ecting this search can be attributed to the modelling of the579

CC̄, and CC̄/ background processes in the 3✓ channel. However, both the reconstructed and particle-level580

results are severely limited by the statistical uncertainties of the data.581
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✦  is one of the most massive SM 
signatures that can be probed at the LHC 
• Cross section of ~12 fb @NLO in SM, can be 

enhanced in BSM that couples to top quark 

• High multiplicities in the final state  
(≥6 jets, ≥2 leptons, HT≥500 GeV in SR) 

✦ Most sensitive channels /multi-lepton 

✦ Perform data-driven estimation of dominant 
 background w/ ≥7 jets 

✦ Observed (expected) sig. of 6.1  (4.3 ) 
• Interpretations with 4-fermion EFT operator, 

Higgs oblique parameter, CP-structure of top 
Yukawa coupling,  cross section

tt̄tt̄

2ℓSS

tt̄W

σ σ

tt̄t
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Observation of four top quark production arXiv:2303.15061

this paper. Including threshold resummation at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy increases the total
production cross section by approximately 12% and reduces the scale uncertainty significantly, leading
to f

C C̄ C C̄
= 13.4+1.0

�1.8 fb [16]. Illustrative Feynman diagrams for SM CC̄CC̄ production are shown in Figure 1.
Other rare multi-top-quark production processes which haven’t been observed yet, such as three-top-quark
production (CC̄C)1, have a cross section of $(1 fb), an order of magnitude smaller than CC̄CC̄ production. They
can also be sensitive to BSM e�ects.

Figure 1: Illustrative tree-level Feynman diagrams for the SM CC̄CC̄ signal. The mediator connecting two top quarks
can be a gluon, a neutral electroweak gauge boson (W or /), or a Higgs boson.

The CC̄CC̄ process results in various final states depending on the top quark decays. These final states are
classified based on the number of electrons or muons produced in the semileptonic top quark decays,
including those originating from subsequent g leptonic decays. This paper focuses on two types of events:
those with exactly two same-charge isolated leptons (2LSS) and those with at least three isolated leptons
(3L). The 2LSS and 3L events have branching fractions of 7% and 5% in the SM, respectively. While
this channel, referred to as 2LSS/3L, has a small branching fraction, it is advantageous due to low levels
of background. The CC̄CC̄ topology is also characterised by a high light-jet and 1-jet multiplicity and high
overall energy in the event.

The ATLAS and CMS experiments have reported evidence for CC̄CC̄ production in 13 TeV ?? collisions
at the LHC. The latest ATLAS result combines two analyses using 139 fb�1 at

p
B = 13 TeV: one in the

2LSS/3L channel [17] and the other in the channel comprising events with one lepton or two leptons with
opposite electric charge. This combination results in a measured cross-section of 24+7

�6 fb, corresponding
to an observed (expected) signal significance of 4.7 (2.6) standard deviations over the background-only
predictions [18]. The latest CMS result is from a combination of several measurements using 138 fb�1 at
p
B = 13 TeV, in the channels with zero, one and two electrons or muons with opposite-sign electric charges

and the 2LSS/3L channel, yielding an observed (expected) significance of 4.0 (3.2) standard deviations [19].
The CC̄CC̄ cross section measured by the CMS collaboration is 17 ± 5 fb.

This paper presents a re-analysis of the 140 fb�1 data set at
p
B = 13 TeV in the 2LSS/3L channel with

the ATLAS detector and supersedes the result of Ref. [17]. Compared to the previous result that showed
evidence for CC̄CC̄ production [17], this new measurement brings several improvements: an optimised
selection with lower cuts on the leptons’ and jets’ transverse momenta; improved 1-jet identification; a
new data-driven estimation of the CC̄,+jets background, one of the main backgrounds in this channel; a
revised set of systematic uncertainties; an improved treatment of the CC̄C background and a more powerful
multivariate discriminant to separate the signal from background. This paper also describes several

1 In the following, CC̄C is used to denote both CC̄C and its charge conjugate, C̄C C̄. Similar notation is used for other processes, as
appropriate.

3

Events in the signal region (SR) are required to contain at least six jets, two of which are 1-tagged. The
scalar sum of the transverse momentum of the selected leptons and jets in the event (�T) is required to be
above 500 GeV. This requirement is motivated by the high light-flavour jet and 1-jet multiplicity as well as
the large overall event activity characteristic of the CC̄CC̄ process.

The main sources of physics background are CC̄,+jets, CC̄/+jets and CC̄�+jets processes. Smaller
backgrounds, for which all selected leptons are from , or / boson decays or from leptonic g-lepton decays,
include diboson or triboson production, single-top-quark production in association with a / boson (C,/ ,
C/@) and rare processes such as CC̄C, CC̄��, CC̄,� and CC̄++ , where + = , , / . These backgrounds, except
for CC̄,+jets production, are evaluated using simulated events. The CC̄,+jets background is evaluated
based on the information from the simulation and a data-driven technique described in Section 5. This
is motivated because the CC̄,+jets process is notoriously challenging to model accurately using only
simulation [15], and because existing measurements of its cross section [17, 79, 80] are consistently above
the theoretical predictions. The background events originating from CC̄+jets and C,+jets production pass
the selection if prompt leptons have a mis-assigned charge (QmisID) or leptons are fake/non-prompt. The
QmisID background is evaluated using a data-driven technique while the fake/non-prompt background
estimation is based on the template method utilising inputs from both simulation and data as described in
Section 5 and already used in Ref. [17].

The estimated yield for each source of background is given in Section 8.

5 Data-driven background estimation

5.1 Estimation of the t t̄] background

The theoretical modelling of the CC̄, background at high jet multiplicity, corresponding to the phase space
of this analysis, su�ers from large uncertainties. To mitigate this e�ect, the normalisation of this background
in jet multiplicity bins is determined using a data-driven approach, while other characteristics of the CC̄,
events are modelled by the MC simulation. The uncertainties related to the modelling of the kinematic
distributions taken from simulation are discussed in Section 7.3. The estimate of the normalisation in
each jet bin is based on a functional form that describes the evolution of the number of CC̄, events # as a
function of the jet multiplicity 9 , '( 9) = # ( 9 + 1)/# ( 9) [81–84]. At high jet multiplicity, '( 9) follows
the so-called ’staircase scaling’ with '( 9) being a constant denoted 00. This behaviour implies a fixed
probability of additional jet radiation. For lower jet multiplicities, Poisson scaling is expected [84] with
'(=) = 01/(1 + =), where 01 is a constant and = is the number of additional jets to the hard process. It
was derived in the Abelian limit of QCD by considering gluon radiation o� hard quark legs and validated
using experimental data [84]. The transition point between these scaling behaviours depends on the jet
kinematic selection. Since CC̄, production in the phase-space region of this analysis is dominated by events
that include at least four jets in the matrix element at tree level, the parameterisation of the CC̄, events
starts at the fourth jet (= = 9 � 4). Independent normalisation factors (NF) for the expected number of
CC̄,

+ and CC̄,
� events are introduced to take into account di�erent production rates of these processes in

?? collisions. The normalisation factor for CC̄, events with 9 > 4 is then given by

NF
C C̄, ( 9) = NF

C C̄,
+ (4jet) ⇥⇧ 9

0= 9�1
9
0=4


00 +

01

1 + ( 9 0 � 4)

�
+NF

C C̄,
� (4jet) ⇥⇧ 9

0= 9�1
9
0=4


00 +

01

1 + ( 9 0 � 4)

�
. (1)
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Figure 3: Post-fit distribution for the di�erence between the number of positive events and the number of negative
events (#+ � #�) as a function of the number of jets (#j) in the sum of four CC̄, CRs and the SR. The uncertainties
on the normalisation factors and on the CC̄, modelling parameters are represented by the shaded band. The ratio of
the data to the total post-fit prediction is shown in the lower panel.

Figure 4 shows the distributions used in the template method: the third-highest lepton ?T and the number
of events. A good description of the data distributions by the fitted predictions is observed in all CRs.

5.3 Charge mis-assignment background

The QmisID background a�ects only the 44 and 4` channels of the 2LSS region, and is estimated using the
same method as in the previous analysis [17]. The probability for an electron to have its charge incorrectly
assigned is estimated using a data sample of / ! 44 events requiring the invariant mass of the electron pair
to be within 10 GeV of the / boson mass and without any requirement on the charge of the two electrons.
The charge mis-assignment rate extracted from the fraction of events with same-charge electrons within
this sample, is parameterised as a function of the electron transverse momentum and pseudorapidity. The
rate varies from 0.004% to 4% depending on the electron ?T and |[ |. The expected number of events
arising from the QmisID background is determined by applying the measured charge mis-assignment rate
to data events satisfying the requirements of the kinematic selection of the 2LSS channel, except that the
two leptons are required to be of opposite charge.

6 Signal extraction and cross section measurement

The background composition of the SR is largely dominated by the production of top-quark pairs in
association with bosons. A multivariate discriminant built with a Graph Neural Network (GNN) [85] is
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The probability for the background-only hypothesis to result in a signal-like excess at least as large as
seen in data is derived using the profile-likelihood ratio following the procedure described in Ref. [104].
From this, the significance of the observed signal is found to be 6.1 standard deviations, while 4.3 standard
deviations are expected. Using the SM cross section of 13.4+1.0

�1.8 fb from Ref. [16], the expected significance
would be 4.7 standard deviations. The goodness-of-fit evaluated using a saturated model [105] yields a
probability of 76%. Compared to the previous result of Ref. [17], the gain in expected sensitivity comes
from the updated lepton and jet selection and uncertainties, from the use of the GNN discriminant and
from the improved treatment of the CC̄C background. This leads to a better purity of the signal and a smaller
uncertainty on the background in the signal-enriched region. The overall uncertainty on the cross section
is slightly smaller than the result in Ref. [17], mainly because of an updated treatment of the systematic
uncertainty for signal modelling.

The normalisation factors of the di�erent fake/non-prompt lepton background sources and the parameters
of the data-driven CC̄, background model determined from the fit are shown in Tables 3 and 4. The post-fit
values of the background and signal yields before and after the fit as well as for events with a GNN score
equal to or higher than 0.6 are shown in Table 5. The post-fit number of CC̄, events with 6 and 7 jets is
smaller than at the pre-fit level, while the number of CC̄, events with �9 jets is increased compared to the
pre-fit prediction. The overall number of fitted CC̄, is in agreement with the CC̄, cross section measurement
in Ref. [80]. The number of background events from material conversion is also increased. The post-fit
normalisation factors from Tables 3 and 4 agree with their nominal value of 1, except for NFMat. Conv.. They
provide good agreement with data as shown in Table 5 and Figure 5.

Figure 6 presents the distributions of the number of jets, the number of 1-jets, the sum of the four highest
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✦ Rare t+X measurements probe EW couplings 

•  all observed, but only  

• Target t-channel , distinct signature of forward 
b-jet that is not tagged (outside tracker coverage)! 

✦ Backgrounds from ,  (define CR), fake  

• Veto on  in  window to reduce  

• ABCD method for  estimation 

✦ Observed (expected) sig. of 9.3  (6.8 ) 

✦ Parton-level fiducial cross section of 
 fb 

• Compatible with SM predictions! 

tt̄ + H, W, Z, γ t + W, Z
tqγ

tt̄γ Wγ γ
m(ℓγ) mZ e → γ

h → γ

σ σ

σtqγ × B(t → ℓνb) = 688 ± 23 (stat) ± 73 (syst)

13

Observation of  productiontγ arXiv:2302.01283

Measurements of rare associated-production processes of the top quark (C) are fundamental in probing the
top quark’s electroweak couplings. While pair production (CC̄) has been observed in association with a
Higgs boson [1, 2], , boson [3], / boson [3, 4] or photon (W) [5], single-top-quark production has so far
only been observed in association with a / [6, 7] or , boson [8, 9]. These processes play a crucial role in
constraining nonresonant contributions from physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), parameterized
in the framework of the SM e�ective field theory (EFT) [10–14]. This Letter reports the observation of
single-top-quark production in association with a photon in the dominant C-channel mode with the ATLAS
detector [15] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The full 13 TeV proton–proton (??) dataset is used,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb�1 [16]. The CMS Collaboration previously reported
evidence for this process using 35.9 fb�1 of ?? data collected at 13 TeV [17].

In single-top-quark production, a photon can be radiated from any of the charged particles in the initial and
final states, but the radiation before the top-quark decay is of particular interest. This process is sensitive
to the top–photon coupling and is called C@W in the following, where @ stands for the additional quark
produced in the C-channel. An example Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 1, where the top quark
decays semileptonically (C ! ✓a1). The signature of this process consists of a photon, an electron or
muon (✓), missing transverse momentum (⇢miss

T ) from the neutrino, a 1-jet from the top-quark decay, and a
forward jet characteristic of C-channel production. The latter jet, from the second 1-quark, is often not
1-tagged because of its low transverse momentum and forward direction. Hadronic top-quark decays are
not considered as signal in this analysis. The photon can also be radiated from the top quark’s charged
decay products, called the C (! ✓a1W) @ process.

q

g

b

q0

�

b

e, µ

⌫e, ⌫µ

b
t

t
W

W

Figure 1: Representative Feynman diagram at leading order in Us for C@W production with semileptonic top-quark
decay.

The cross section for C@W production is measured in a fiducial phase space at parton level, excluding
the contribution from C (! ✓a1W) @. The parton-level measurement can be compared with fixed-order
predictions for the C@W cross section. In addition, a fiducial cross section at particle level is measured,
including both the C@W and C (! ✓a1W) @ processes.

The ATLAS detector is a multipurpose particle physics detector with cylindrical geometry1. It consists of an
inner tracker (ID) surrounded by a superconducting solenoid, sampling electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic
calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS) with three toroidal superconducting magnets with eight coils

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector
and the I-axis along the beam pipe. The G-axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the H-axis points
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (A, q) are used in the transverse plane, q being the azimuthal angle around the I-axis.
The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \ as [ = � ln tan(\/2). Angular distance is measured in units of
�' ⌘

p
(�[)2 + (�q)2.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the reconstructed top-quark mass in the ,W CR before the profile-likelihood fit. The hashed
band represents the uncertainties and the first and last bins include the underflow and overflow.

significance of the C@W signal is 9.3f (6.8f). The fitted CC̄W and ,W+jets normalizations are consistent
with the nominal prediction within the uncertainties of +14%

�13% and +20%
�17%.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the NN outputs in (a) the 0fj SR, (b) the �1fj SR and (c) the CC̄W CR in data and the expected
contribution of the signal and background processes after the profile-likelihood fit. The hashed band represents the
uncertainties in the SM prediction.

The measured fiducial parton-level cross section is fC@W ⇥ B (C ! ✓a1) = 688 ± 23 (stat.) +75
�71 (syst.) fb.

The measured fiducial particle-level cross section is fC@W ⇥ B (C ! ✓a1) + fC (!✓a1W)@ = 303 ±
9 (stat.) +33

�32(syst.) fb. Both phase-space definitions require the photon ?T to be at least 20 GeV. The
main sources of systematic uncertainty in the parton-level (particle-level) measurement are the modeling
of CC̄W production with ±5.5% (±5.5%), the limited number of MC events for the background processes
with ±3.5% (±3.6%) and for the C@W process with ±3.3% (±3.0%), and the modeling of the C (! ✓a1W) @

6
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✦ Search for associated production of heavy 
(pseudo-)scalar Higgs decay to  (2HDM) 
• Most dominant decay for mH/A>2mtop 

• Search for masses between 400 and 1000 GeV 

✦ Target 2lSS/3l channels, similar challenges as 
SM  (ttV/ttH, non-prompt backgrounds) 
• Template fit background estimation 

✦ Signal ID using 2 BDT classifiers: 

• SM BDT: separates SM  from other bkgs 

• BSM mass-parameterized. BDT: BSM  vs. all 

✦ 4x better exclusion limits over previous result 
with 36 fb-1!

tt̄

tt̄tt̄

tt̄tt̄
tt̄tt̄
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Search for tt̄H/A → tt̄tt̄ arXiv:2211.01136

Existing constraints from direct searches for heavy neutral bosons by the ATLAS and CMS Collabora-
tions [15–25], as well as precision measurements of the production cross-sections and decay rate of the SM
Higgs boson, restrict the available parameter-space to the so-called ‘alignment limit’, sin(V � U) ! 1. In
this limit the ⌘ couplings are the same as for the SM Higgs boson.

For heavy neutral Higgs bosons with masses more than twice the top-quark mass, the dominant decay mode
is �/� ! CC. Inclusive searches for �/� ! CC are challenging because of destructive interference with
the SM background, 66 ! CC̄, that largely dilutes a resonant peak in the CC̄ invariant mass spectrum [26, 27].
An alternative approach is to search for �/� production in association with third-generation quarks [28];
thanks to its sizeable cross-section and striking signature, the CC�/� production mode provides a promising
channel, characterised by large experimental acceptance and low SM background rate.

This paper presents a search for a new heavy scalar or pseudo-scalar Higgs boson, �/�, produced in
association with a pair of top quarks, with the Higgs boson decaying into a pair of top quarks, CC�/�(! CC).
The Feynman diagram of this process is shown in Figure 1. The mass of the heavy Higgs boson is assumed
to be between 400 GeV and 1000 GeV, where a large �/� ! CC branching ratio and small �/� total
widths are expected. The search targets a final state with exactly two leptons1 with same-sign electric
charges or at least three leptons (SSML). This particular signature is experimentally favoured due to the
low level of background contamination, with the main contribution originating from the SM production
of four top quarks and of CC̄ in association with a , boson (CC̄,), / boson (CC̄/), or Higgs boson (CC̄�).
Other significant sources of background are events where one of the leptons has a mis-assigned charge and
events which contain a fake/non-prompt lepton. Backgrounds from multiboson, CC̄,, , single-top-quark or
other rare top-quark processes are expected to be minor. The analysed dataset corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 139 fb�1 of proton–proton (??) collisions collected at a centre-of-mass energy of

p
B =13 TeV

with the ATLAS detector at the LHC.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagram showing the production of a heavy scalar or pseudo-scalar Higgs boson, �/�, produced
in association with a pair of top quarks, with the Higgs boson decaying into a pair of top quarks.

Previous searches for CC�/�(! CC) in the SSML channel were performed by the ATLAS and CMS Collabo-
rations [29, 30]. A similar search for BSM CC̄CC̄ events using an alternative experimental signature featuring
exactly one charged lepton or two opposite-sign leptons was performed by the CMS Collaboration [31].
Other related searches include those looking for SM production of four top quarks [30, 32, 33]. The
ATLAS and CMS measurements of SM four-top-quark production found the cross-section to be 24+7

�6 fb
and 13+11

�9 fb, respectively, compared to a SM expectation of fC C̄ C C̄ = 12.0 ± 2.4 fb [34].

1 In this paper, leptons refer to either electrons or muons, which can include those that come from g-lepton decays.
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Figure 6: Data and post-fit background comparison obtained with the background-only fit to the BSM SR for the
BSM pBDT distribution used for (a) <� = 400 GeV and (b) <� = 1000 GeV. The fit is done simultaneously in all
signal and control regions. The band includes the total uncertainty of the post-fit estimate. The respective signal
hypothesis is also shown. The signal is normalised to the total background for better visibility. The lower panel
shows the ratio of the data to the post-fit background. The binning of the BSM pBDT is optimised for every signal
hypothesis to provide the best discrimination between the tested signal and the background, avoiding the presence of
bins with no contribution from the major backgrounds.
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✦ Froggatt-Nielson mechanism: broken 
U(1) flavor symmetry w/ BSM Higgs X 

•  < 200 GeV,  leads decay 

✦ Main background +jets, use data-
driven correction in control regions 
• Use pseudo-continuous b-tagging! 

- b60-jet (60% tag efficiency working point) 
and b70-jet (looser: pass 70%, fail 60%) 

- SR = 3b60; CR = 2b60+1b70 

✦ 3x better than previous analyses! 
(adjusted for different luminosity)  
• Better b-tagging, using neural net 

training vs. likelihood discriminant,  
+jets modeling improvement

MX X → bb̄

tt̄

tt̄

16

 scalar resonance searcht → qX(bb̄) arXiv:2301.03902
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagram for the production of a scalar particle - in association with a top quark.

2 ATLAS detector

ATLAS [15–17] is a multipurpose detector with a forward–backward symmetric cylindrical geometry and
a near 4c coverage in solid angle.1 It consists of an inner tracking detector (ID) surrounded by a thin
superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters,
and a muon spectrometer (MS). The ID covers the pseudorapidity range |[ | < 2.5. It consists of silicon
pixel, silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors. Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling
calorimeters provide electromagnetic (EM) energy measurements with high granularity. A steel/scintillator-
tile hadron calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range (|[ | < 1.7). The endcap and forward
regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for EM and hadronic energy measurements up to |[ | = 4.9.
The MS surrounds the calorimeters and is based on three large air-core toroidal superconducting magnets
with eight coils each. The field integral of the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the
detector. The MS includes a system of precision tracking chambers and fast detectors for triggering. The
first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector information to accept events
at a rate below 100 kHz [18]. This is followed by a software-based trigger that reduces the accepted event
rate to 1 kHz on average depending on the data-taking conditions. An extensive software suite [19] is used
for real and simulated data reconstruction and analysis, for operation and in the trigger and data acquisition
systems of the experiment.

3 Object definition and event selection

Data were recorded from ?? collisions at
p
B = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector between 2015 and 2018.

Only data consistent with the beam collision region and for which all relevant detector components were
functional are used [20]. The total integrated luminosity is 139 fb�1 [21, 22]. Events were recorded with
a single-electron or a single-muon trigger, with minimum thresholds on the transverse momentum (?T)
varying from 20 to 26 GeV depending on the lepton flavour and peak instantaneous luminosity during

1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector
and the I-axis along the beam pipe. The G-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the H-axis points
upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (A, q) are used in the transverse plane, q being the azimuthal angle around the I-axis.
The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \ as [ = � ln tan(\/2). Angular distance is measured in units of
�' ⌘

p
(�[)2 + (�q)2.
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Figure 2: Weight functions obtained from the comparison between data and simulation of �all
T for the 2b+1bl regions

and three di�erent jet multiplicities, with the uncertainty bands associated to the variations of the eigenvalues of the
matrix error of the fit function, namely �, ⌫ and ⇠. The errors in the data points include the statistical uncertainties
in data and MC predictions.

loss function, has been used and is implemented with the deep learning library, Keras 2.4.3 [92]. Batch
normalisation [93] is performed to speed up the learning process, dropout [94] is applied at a 25% rate, and
the Adam algorithm [95] is used to optimise the parameters.

The variables used in the NN include information on the kinematics of the various reconstructed objects in
addition to observables meant to reconstruct the - ! 11̄ system. In the following, jets are ordered by
looser 1-tagging OP, and by ?T within a given bin. With this convention, the list of NN input variables
includes:

• ?T, [ and q of the first six leading jets.

• Bin of pseudo-continuous 1-tagging distribution for the fourth, fifth and sixth jets.

• ?T and [ of the lepton.

• Missing transverse momentum magnitude and q.
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Table 1: Nominal simulated signal and background event samples. The ME generator, PS generator and calculation
accuracy of the cross-section in QCD used for normalisation are shown. The C ! @� samples are generated using
the same setup as for the C ! @- signal samples. Either S����� 2.2.1 or S����� 2.2.2 was used for di�erent diboson
contributions. The rightmost column shows whether fast or full simulation was used to produce the samples.

Physics process ME generator PS generator Normalisation Simulation

C ! @- P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.244 NLO Fast
CC̄ + jets P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.244 NNLO+NNLL Fast
Single-top C, P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.230 NNLO+NNLL Full
Single-top C-chan P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.230 NNLO+NNLL Full
Single-top B-chan P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.230 NNLO+NNLL Full
+ + jets S����� 2.2.1 S����� 2.2.1 NNLO Full
Diboson S����� 2.2 S����� 2.2 NLO Full
CC̄� P�����-B�� v2 P����� 8.230 NLO Full
CC̄+ M�������5_�MC@NLO 2.3.3 P����� 8.210 NLO Full
C�@ M�������5_�MC@NLO 2.3.3 P����� 8.210 NLO Full
C/@ M�������5_�MC@NLO 2.3.3 P����� 8.210 NLO Full

The main background for this search originates from CC̄ production in association with jets. It was observed
that the simulation does not provide a fully satisfactory description of the data jet multiplicity and the
transverse energy distributions. To improve the agreement between simulation and data, three additional
regions requiring two 1-jets and one additional 1;-jet, named 2b+1bl in the following, are used to extract
weights to correct the CC̄ and , ! 21 simulated distributions, similarly to the method developed in recent
ATLAS searches [67, 91]. As the signal samples are modelled as CC̄ events using the same MC generator,
the correction factors, which have small impact, are also applied to the signal.

Data and MC predictions are compared in the 2b+1bl regions separately for events with four, five and six
jets to extract reweighting factors. Since the mismodelling is assumed to be mainly due to the additional
radiation in the parton shower, which is independent of the flavour of the associated jet, the correction
factors are expected to be appropriate for the 3b and �4b regions as well, to the point that the remaining
discrepancies would be covered by the CC̄ systematic uncertainty model. The CC̄ corrections are derived
for each jet multiplicity and as a function of �all

T , defined as the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of
all selected objects in the event including ⇢

miss
T . The reweighting factors for each jet multiplicity can be

expressed as:

'(�all
T ) =

#Data(�all
T ) � #

non-C C̄
MC (�all

T )
#

C C̄
MC(�all

T )
. (1)

In all jet multiplicities, the reweighting factors are close to unity for �all
T > 800 GeV and increase rapidly up

to a factor of 2–3 towards lower values of �all
T . Among several functions, a hyperbola ('(�all

T ) = �+ ⌫
(� all

T )⇠ )

was found to be the best fit to the weight functions to obtain the final corrections for each jet multiplicity, as
shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the e�ect of the reweighting in the leading jet ?T distribution in the 3b
signal regions.

To enhance the separation between signal and background, a NN with five hidden layers of 250 nodes each,
3000 batch size, 10�0.75 learning rate, rectified linear unit activation function, and binary cross entropy
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Figure 9: Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits for B(C ! D-) ⇥ B(- ! 11̄) (a) and B(C ! 2-) ⇥
B(- ! 11̄) (b). The bands surrounding the expected limits show the 68% and 95% confidence intervals, respectively.
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Trigger on lepton, select events with 
 4, 5, or 6 jets + 3 b70-tagged jets

4j
5j
6j

4j
5j
6j

SR CR

Reweight  bkgtt̄

Run some  
fits in

the SRs!

t → uX

t → cX

the size of the training sample, the use of a mass-parameterised NN allows the di�erent signals to be
di�erentiated. Figures 4 and 5 compare the distributions of the NN output in the signal regions between
either the C ! D- or C ! 2- process and the background for three representative values of <- : 30, 80,
and 120 GeV. For high values of <- , the invariant masses and angular distances of the 1-jet pairs peak at
similar values in both signal and background events, thus reducing the NN discriminating power. The NN
output distributions are used in a fit to extract the amount of signal in data.

(a) <-= 30 GeV, 4j 3b (b) <-= 30 GeV, 5j 3b (c) <-= 30 GeV, 6j 3b

(d) <-= 80 GeV, 4j 3b (e) <-= 80 GeV, 5j 3b (f) <-= 80 GeV, 6j 3b

(g) <-= 120 GeV, 4j 3b (h) <-= 120 GeV, 5j 3b (i) <-= 120 GeV, 6j 3b

Figure 4: NN output distributions in the three signal regions for top-quark decays to D- under the 30, 80 and 120 GeV
- mass hypotheses. Background samples are normalised according to their cross-sections. Signal and background
distributions are finally normalised to the same area.
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ ATLAS is pursuing rich program of top quark physics using the full Run 2 dataset 

✦ Many improved searches for FCNC, limits improved by up to 5x over previous measurements 

✦ Nearly all measurements and searches interpreted in SMEFT framework 

✦ ATLAS has observed two new top-associated processes:  and  

✦ First and only differential cross section and charge asymmetry measurements of  

✦ Searches for BSM signals giving unique detector signatures

tγ tt̄tt̄

tt̄W
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Summary and Conclusions

Thank you for your attention!
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Search for FCNC  and  with single-top 
production and decay 

✦ Backgrounds from , +jets, and 
misidentified electrons or hadrons 
• CR for prompt photon backgrounds 

•  fake rate estimated with  near mZ 

•  estimated with ABCD method 

✦ Train a multi-class neural net to classify: 
• Production mode vs. decay mode vs. bkg 

✦ Most stringent limits to date! 
• Improved by 3.3-5.4x over previous  

limit from including >1 jet events and 
increased luminosity

uγt cγt

tt̄γ Wγ

γ → e eγ
γ → h
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Search for  and t → γu/γc u/c → tγ arXiv:2205.02537

1 Introduction

Flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNCs) are forbidden at tree level in the Standard Model (SM) and strongly
suppressed at higher orders via the GIM mechanism [1], but several extensions to the SM include additional
sources of FCNCs. In particular, some of these models predict the branching fractions (BRs) of top-quark
decays via FCNCs to be orders of magnitude larger [2] than those predicted by the SM, which are of the order
of 10�14 [2]. Examples are R-parity-violating supersymmetric models [3–6] and models with two Higgs
doublets [7, 8], which allow FCNC processes involving top quarks to have measurable rates.

This letter presents a search for FCNCs in processes with a top quark (C) and a photon (W) based on the full
dataset of

p
B = 13 TeV proton–proton collisions collected by the ATLAS experiment [9] during Run 2 of the

LHC. The analysis is optimised to search for the production of a single top quark in association with a photon
as well as to search for the decay of a top quark into an up (D) or charm (2) quark in association with a photon
in the case of pair-produced top quarks (CC̄). Tree-level Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown in
Figure 1, where in both cases, exactly one top quark decays via the SM-favoured C,1 coupling.

u/c

g

u/c

γ

t

b

"+

ν

W+
g

g

g t

t̄

W−

ν̄

"

γ

u/c

b̄

Figure 1: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for top-quark production (left) and decay (right) via FCNCs. The C@W vertex,
which is not present in the SM, is highlighted.

FCNC contributions to the production (@ ! CW, Figure 1 left) and decay (C ! @W, Figure 1 right) modes can
be parameterised in terms of e�ective coupling parameters [10, 11]. Following the notation of Refs. [12, 13],
the relevant dimension-six operators are $ (8 9)

uB and $
(8 9)
uW , where 8 < 9 are indices for the quark generation. In

general, left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) couplings could exist, resulting in di�erent helicities for the
top quark in the production mode, which leads to di�erent kinematic properties for the final-state particles
from the weak decay of the top quark.

The CMS Collaboration has searched for the production mode using data taken at
p
B = 8 TeV [14]. The

ATLAS Collaboration also performed an analysis that was optimised for the production mode using 81 fb�1 of
data at

p
B = 13 TeV [15], resulting in the strongest upper limits to date. The limits on the LH (RH) e�ective

coupling parameters were translated into BR upper limits of 2.8⇥ 10�5 (6.1⇥ 10�5) for C ! DW and 22⇥ 10�5

(18 ⇥ 10�5) for C ! 2W. The search presented in this letter supersedes the one in Ref. [15], uses the full

2

FCNC  productiontγ

Table 1: Summary of the analysis region definitions. While the requirements on photons, leptons and ⇢
miss
T are shared,

the regions di�er in their jet and 1-tagged jet requirements. The latter ensure orthogonality. All jets that pass the 60%
1-tagging WP automatically pass the looser 1-tagging WPs. A hyphen indicates that no criterion has to be fulfilled.

Object SR CR CC̄W CR ,W+jets

Photon (?T > 20 GeV) = 1
Lepton (?T > 27 GeV) = 1

⇢
miss
T > 30 GeV

Jets (?T > 25 GeV) � 1 � 4 � 1
1-tagged jets (60% WP) = 1 – = 0
1-tagged jets (70% WP) = 1 � 1 = 0
1-tagged jets (77% WP) = 1 � 2 = 1

<(4, W) – – 8 [80, 100] GeV

ATLAS Simulation
 = 13 TeVs

γother prompt γtt
 fakesγ→h  fakesγ→e

+jetsγZ +jetsγW

SR +jetsγWCR γttCR 

Figure 2: Expected background composition of the SR (left), ,W+jets CR (middle) and CC̄W CR (right).

6 Data-driven estimate of misidentified photons

6.1 Electrons misidentified as photons

Electrons can be misidentified as photons, for example, if the electron track is not reconstructed or if the track
is not matched to the energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter. These misidentified photons are
referred to in the following as 4 ! W fakes. The probability for an electron to be misidentified as a photon,
54!W , is measured from data and simulation following the methodology used previously [15, 84]. The ratio of
the probabilities measured in data and simulation is then applied to correct the simulation.

Two regions are defined in order to measure 54!W . The / ! 4W region is defined by requiring exactly one
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Figure 5: The 95% CL upper limits on the e�ective coupling constants (left) and BRs (right). The expected (observed)
limits are shown with the dotted (solid) lines. The green (yellow) bands represent one (two) standard deviations for the
limits. The scale of new physics is set to ⇤ = 1 TeV.
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Summary of top quark physics from the ATLAS experimentBrendon Bullard

✦ Target FCNC through production  
and decays of top quarks 
• Target several channels depending on 

decay of taus (  most sensitive) 

✦ Perform kinematic fit to reconstruct 
invisible tau decay products 

✦ Dominant background is +jets and 
fake  - train BDT to discriminate S/B 

✦ Exclusion limits improve by factor 2.5 
from analysis improvements 
• Lepton channels, tH production, etc.

tℓτhadτhad

tt̄
τ

20

Search for u/cHt, H → τ+τ− arXiv:2208.11415
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Figure 3: BDT output distributions obtained from a signal+background fit to the data for the CD� search: (a) C✓ghadghad,
(b) C✓ghad-1j, (c) C✓ghad-2j, (d) C⌘glepghad-2j, (e) C⌘glepghad-3j, (f) C✓ghadghad-SS, (g) C⌘ghadghad-2j, (h) C⌘ghadghad-3j and
(i) C⌘ghadghad-3j SS. The total statistical and systematic uncertainty is indicated by the hatched band. The signal
shapes of CC (D�), C�, and their sum are also shown using a normalisation of 2 ⇥ B(C ! D�) of 0.1%.
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Table 8: Summary of 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! 2�) and B(C ! D�), significance and best-fit branching ratio
in the signal regions with a benchmark branching ratio of B(C ! @�) = 0.1%. The expected significance is obtained
from an Asimov fit [120] with a signal injection corresponding to a branching ratio of 0.1%.

Signal Region
C ! 2� C ! D�

95% CL upper limit [10�3] Significance B [10�3] 95% CL upper limit [10�3] Significance B [10�3]
Observed (Expected) Observed (Expected)

C⌘ghadghad-2j 1.80 (2.72+1.18
�0.76) �0.96 (0.78) �1.03+1.03

�1.03 1.07 (1.60+0.71
�0.45) �0.90 (1.31) �0.55+0.58

�0.58
C⌘ghadghad-3j 1.14 (1.02+0.45

�0.29) 0.34 (1.87) 0.16+0.47
�0.47 0.97 (0.86+0.38

�0.24) 0.36 (2.25) 0.14+0.40
�0.40

Hadronic combination 1.00 (0.95+0.42
�0.27) 0.26 (1.99) 0.11+0.43

�0.43 0.76 (0.76+0.33
�0.21) 0.12 (2.52) 0.04+0.34

�0.34

C✓ghad-2j 4.77 (4.23+1.72
�1.18) 0.41 (0.47) 0.85+2.06

�2.06 3.84 (3.48+1.42
�0.97) 0.36 (0.58) 0.61+1.68

�1.68
C✓ghad-1j 3.80 (3.56+1.51

�0.99) 0.22 (0.58) 0.36+1.70
�1.70 2.98 (2.78+1.17

�0.78) 0.22 (0.73) 0.29+1.33
�1.33

C⌘glepghad-2j 4.71 (5.71+2.68
�1.60) �0.52 (0.38) �1.36+2.56

�2.56 2.50 (2.97+1.25
�0.83) �0.47 (0.70) �0.66+1.38

�1.38
C⌘glepghad-3j 2.71 (2.71+1.25

�0.76) �0.03 (0.77) �0.03+1.26
�1.26 2.02 (2.03+0.86

�0.57) �0.05 (0.99) �0.03+0.98
�0.98

C✓ghadghad 1.35 (0.61+0.27
�0.17) 2.64 (3.31) 0.74+0.33

�0.33 0.97 (0.44+0.19
�0.12) 2.64 (4.38) 0.53+0.24

�0.24

Leptonic combination 1.25 (0.58+0.25
�0.16) 2.61 (3.46) 0.69+0.31

�0.31 0.88 (0.41+0.18
�0.11) 2.60 (4.62) 0.49+0.22

�0.22

Combination 0.94 (0.48+0.20
�0.14) 2.34 (4.02) 0.51+0.24

�0.24 0.69 (0.35+0.15
�0.10) 2.31 (5.18) 0.37+0.18

�0.18

limits on the D6 Wilson coe�cients from the combination of the search results are ⇠2q < 1.35 (0.97) and
⇠Dq < 1.16 (0.82) for a new-physics scale ⇤ = 1 TeV.
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Figure 5: (a) This figure shows 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! 2�) for the individual searches as well as their
combination, assuming B(C ! D�) = 0. (b) This figure shows 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! D�) for the
individual searches as well as their combination, assuming B(C ! 2�) = 0. The observed limits (solid lines) are
compared with the expected (median) limits under the background-only hypothesis (dotted lines). The surrounding
shaded bands correspond to the 68% and 95% CL intervals around the expected limits, denoted by ±1f and ±2f
respectively.

A similar set of results can be obtained by simultaneously varying both branching ratios in the likelihood
function. Figure 6(a) shows the 95% CL upper limits on the branching ratios in the B(C ! D�) versus
B(C ! 2�) plane. The corresponding upper limits on the D6 Wilson coe�cient couplings in the ⇠Dq

versus ⇠2q plane are shown in Figure 6(b).
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Table 8: Summary of 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! 2�) and B(C ! D�), significance and best-fit branching ratio
in the signal regions with a benchmark branching ratio of B(C ! @�) = 0.1%. The expected significance is obtained
from an Asimov fit [120] with a signal injection corresponding to a branching ratio of 0.1%.

Signal Region
C ! 2� C ! D�

95% CL upper limit [10�3] Significance B [10�3] 95% CL upper limit [10�3] Significance B [10�3]
Observed (Expected) Observed (Expected)

C⌘ghadghad-2j 1.80 (2.72+1.18
�0.76) �0.96 (0.78) �1.03+1.03

�1.03 1.07 (1.60+0.71
�0.45) �0.90 (1.31) �0.55+0.58

�0.58
C⌘ghadghad-3j 1.14 (1.02+0.45

�0.29) 0.34 (1.87) 0.16+0.47
�0.47 0.97 (0.86+0.38

�0.24) 0.36 (2.25) 0.14+0.40
�0.40

Hadronic combination 1.00 (0.95+0.42
�0.27) 0.26 (1.99) 0.11+0.43

�0.43 0.76 (0.76+0.33
�0.21) 0.12 (2.52) 0.04+0.34

�0.34

C✓ghad-2j 4.77 (4.23+1.72
�1.18) 0.41 (0.47) 0.85+2.06

�2.06 3.84 (3.48+1.42
�0.97) 0.36 (0.58) 0.61+1.68

�1.68
C✓ghad-1j 3.80 (3.56+1.51

�0.99) 0.22 (0.58) 0.36+1.70
�1.70 2.98 (2.78+1.17

�0.78) 0.22 (0.73) 0.29+1.33
�1.33

C⌘glepghad-2j 4.71 (5.71+2.68
�1.60) �0.52 (0.38) �1.36+2.56

�2.56 2.50 (2.97+1.25
�0.83) �0.47 (0.70) �0.66+1.38

�1.38
C⌘glepghad-3j 2.71 (2.71+1.25

�0.76) �0.03 (0.77) �0.03+1.26
�1.26 2.02 (2.03+0.86

�0.57) �0.05 (0.99) �0.03+0.98
�0.98

C✓ghadghad 1.35 (0.61+0.27
�0.17) 2.64 (3.31) 0.74+0.33

�0.33 0.97 (0.44+0.19
�0.12) 2.64 (4.38) 0.53+0.24

�0.24

Leptonic combination 1.25 (0.58+0.25
�0.16) 2.61 (3.46) 0.69+0.31

�0.31 0.88 (0.41+0.18
�0.11) 2.60 (4.62) 0.49+0.22

�0.22

Combination 0.94 (0.48+0.20
�0.14) 2.34 (4.02) 0.51+0.24

�0.24 0.69 (0.35+0.15
�0.10) 2.31 (5.18) 0.37+0.18

�0.18

limits on the D6 Wilson coe�cients from the combination of the search results are ⇠2q < 1.35 (0.97) and
⇠Dq < 1.16 (0.82) for a new-physics scale ⇤ = 1 TeV.
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Figure 5: (a) This figure shows 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! 2�) for the individual searches as well as their
combination, assuming B(C ! D�) = 0. (b) This figure shows 95% CL upper limits on B(C ! D�) for the
individual searches as well as their combination, assuming B(C ! 2�) = 0. The observed limits (solid lines) are
compared with the expected (median) limits under the background-only hypothesis (dotted lines). The surrounding
shaded bands correspond to the 68% and 95% CL intervals around the expected limits, denoted by ±1f and ±2f
respectively.

A similar set of results can be obtained by simultaneously varying both branching ratios in the likelihood
function. Figure 6(a) shows the 95% CL upper limits on the branching ratios in the B(C ! D�) versus
B(C ! 2�) plane. The corresponding upper limits on the D6 Wilson coe�cient couplings in the ⇠Dq

versus ⇠2q plane are shown in Figure 6(b).
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Table 4: Overview of the signal regions (SR), validation region (VR), and CC̄ control regions (CRtt) used for the
fake-g-lepton scale factor derivation in the leptonic channels. Leptons are required to have either same-sign (SS) or
opposite-sign (OS) charges in each region.

Regions 1-jets Light-flavour jets Leptons Hadronic g decays Charge

SR

C✓ghadghad 1 � 0 1 2 ghadghad OS
C✓ghad-1j 1 1 1 1 C✓ghad SS
C✓ghad-2j 1 2 1 1 C✓ghad SS

C⌘glepghad-2j 1 2 1 1 glepghad OS
C⌘glepghad-3j 1 � 3 1 1 glepghad OS
C⌘ghadghad-2j 1 2 0 2 ghadghad OS
C⌘ghadghad-3j 1 � 3 0 2 ghadghad OS

VR
C✓ghadghad-SS 1 � 0 1 2 ghadghad SS

C⌘ghadghad-3j SS 1 � 3 0 2 ghadghad SS

CRtt

C✓ C✓11ghad 1 � 0 2 1 C✓ C✓ OS
C✓ C✓21ghad 2 � 0 2 1 C✓ C✓ OS

C✓ C⌘21ghad-2jSS 2 2 1 1 C✓ghad SS
C✓ C⌘21ghad-2jOS 2 2 1 1 C✓ghad OS
C✓ C⌘21ghad-3jSS 2 � 3 1 1 C✓ghad SS
C✓ C⌘21ghad-3jOS 2 � 3 1 1 C✓ghad OS

ghadghad final state. The contribution of background to the signal regions of the C⌘ghadghad and C⌘glepghad

channels is reduced by placing kinematic constraints on the di-g mass and the ⇢
miss
T in the event [99].

For the C⌘C (@�) events, the jet from C ! @�, referred to as the FCNC jet (@-jet), should be a high-?T jet
from the decay chain C ! @� ! @gg, with g-leptons reconstructed as glepghad or ghadghad. Events should
contain four jets, with the one having the smallest angular separation from the visible di-g system being
labelled the @-jet since the FCNC top-quark decay products are likely to be boosted closer together. If
there are more than two jets besides the @-jet and 1-jet, the jets from the , boson decay are chosen to be
those from the combination with an invariant mass closest to the , boson mass. It is possible that one
of the jets fails the ?T requirement and is not reconstructed. Events of this kind produce the C⌘� final
state. When both the C⌘ and � can be reconstructed, three jets come from the top quark’s hadronic decay,
including a 1-jet, and a pair of opposite-sign ghad come from the Higgs boson decay.

The four-momenta of the invisible decay products from the decay of the g-leptons are estimated using a
kinematic fit and assuming a collinear approximation for the g decay products. The fit is done by minimising
a j

2 function based on the Gaussian constraints placed on the Higgs boson mass (<� = 125 GeV) and the
measured ⇢

miss
G,H

within their expected resolutions (f
⇢

miss
G,H

), defined as

j
2 =

⇣
<gg,fit�<�

fgg

⌘2
+
✓
⇢

miss
G,fit�⇢

miss
G

f
⇢

miss
G

◆2

+
✓
⇢

miss
H,fit�⇢

miss
H

f
⇢

miss
H

◆2

. (1)

The Higgs boson mass resolution (fgg) is estimated to be 20 GeV from a fit of the mass distribution of
the simulated C@� signal events, while the ⇢

miss
T measurement’s resolution is parameterised as a linear

function of
pÕ

⇢T, where
Õ

⇢T is the scalar sum of the ⇢T values of all physics objects contributing to the
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